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Abstract: The past ten years have seen an increased acceptance and study of the
graphic novel as a literary instrument. More and more authors and designers are using
the comic book platform and its shorter, serialized structure, to tell stories about race,
class, and gender. In tackling these more complex issues, creators are intentionally or
unintentionally making environments where readers are engaging in methods of
negotiated reading—discovering an affinity with aspects of the characters and stories,
and actively creating a discourse with identity and positionality. Digital annotation and
reading platforms offer a unique opportunity to teachers, designers, scholars, and
readers to actively examine and enhance the ways this negotiated reading is
experienced, but most privilege text-based literature over graphic literature, and few
actively connect the texts to real-world, contemporary experiences or evidence. This
paper describes an approach for augmenting graphic novels through visual and digital
annotation.
Keywords: graphic literature; negotiated reading; visual annotation; platform design

1. Introduction
This research seeks to address the following questions:
● How do current digital reading tools and platforms allow for readers to
engage in affiliative, negotiated, or oppositional reading?
● How might a reading platform contextualize the historical, socio-political,
and/or lived experience of readers, creators, and characters?
Over the past forty years, comics and graphic novels have become one of the most
innovative spaces for storytelling in the humanities. In 1980, Art Spiegelman serialized the
story of his father’s experience as a Jew in Nazi Germany. Casting the Nazis as cats and the
Jews as mice, Spiegelman created a comics memoir whose allegorical approach has been
lauded by scholars and widely adopted in high school curricula. In the 1990s, Allison
Bechdel’s famous comics memoir, Fun Home, a careful exploration of her family’s past and
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her own sexuality, helped to spark a series of life writing and drawing from diverse creators.
Most recently, late congressman John Lewis and Andrew Aydin collaborated on March, a
three-volume journalistic and personal telling of the Civil Rights Movement in the 1960s.
Hillary Chute (2010) has written that “the cross discursive form [of graphic novels] is apt for
expressing that difficult register of” trauma, be it based in gender, race, sexuality, or any
number of other human experiences (p.2). Even as scholars and students recognize the
importance of these texts, and as they are increasingly integrated into the classroom, comics
reading is not well-supported by today’s digital annotation tools. Despite a growing number
of e-reading platforms, no open-source technology currently exists for navigating a digitized
comics page, or for discussing and wrestling with a text whose message may be difficult,
troubling, or in a complicated relationship to a readers’ framework. With the rise of graphic
literature as a recognized field of scholarly study particularly dedicated to diverse voices
comes an imperative to offer the genre the same archival and digital research tools given to
other print-based media.
When Chute (2017) notes that "Comics, in fact, is a medium that involves a substantial
degree of reader participation to stitch together narrative meaning,” (p.22) she implicitly
reinforces that comics especially would benefit from a richer digital platform for reader
annotation and engagement Today’s comics also offer a chance for readers to actively learn
about diverse positionalities. Ebony Flowers, author of Hot Comb, describes her collection of
comics stories about hair and Black women's identity as both a window and a mirror for
readers: “In this respect, Hot Comb will be a mirror for some people and a window for
others. What do I mean by that? Stories that might appear somewhat foreign to some
readers are the lived experiences of other readers” (McNamara, 2019). As such, Hot Comb,
and many other comics, offer opportunities for both learning and community-building,
depending on a reader’s positionality.
As part of this dynamic and personalized reading experience, comics are also very specifically
engaged with historical contexts, spaces, and archival materials, from Allison Bechdel's
perspective on the Village In New York City immediately after Stonewall in Fun Home to Josh
Neufeld's remediation of mass media coverage of Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans, to the
subtle photo-realism of Shaun Tan's fanciful immigrant story The Arrival, engagement with
history, place, and the relationship of archival materials to personal truth and lived
experience are fundamental aspects of many of today's most innovative graphic texts. Given
the historical scope, the different positionalities of comics characters, the diversity of comics
readers, as well as the interactive and participatory imperatives of comics, the medium
deserves a reading platform that can capture the radiant meanings the text and its readers
create.

2. Encoding and decoding messages in comics
Perhaps because popular comics series in the US hit their stride in the aftermath of the
Great Depression and World War II, and often served as ways to advance the US cause by
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portraying a clear sense of right and wrong (Superman and Wonderwoman being good
examples), readers often come to comics with the expectation that they will remediate
current events and offer opportunities for affiliation and empowerment (Scott, 2007). But,
as the history of comics across most of the 20th suggests, many readers were not wellrepresented in comics and instead saw their identities consigned to "caricature country" — a
term the comics scholar Qianna Whitted has borrowed from a 1901 essay by Frederick Burr
Opper in her discussion of the extensive stereotypes Black readers encountered in American
comics. There were, of course, syndicated exceptions, particularly in the Black press, like
Jackie Ormes’s several series, but for most of the twentieth century positive depictions of
individuals outside of white, cis-gendered, heterosexual, male identities were not common
in popular comics.
Comics that perpetuate stereotypes or simply leave out the lived experiences of large
subsets of their potential readers place readers whose race, culture, sexuality, or gender
identity is stereotyped or absent, in an oppositional or negotiated position to the text.
Whitted has elaborated on this, discussing how early comics were read by diverse readers,
even those comics which harshly stereotyped their own positionalities in terms of race,
gender, culture, or religion. She has theorized how readers encountering their own
positionalities represented as caricatures continued to read and enjoy comics by engaging in
a version of Stuart Hall's theory of negotiated reading. The cultural theorist Stuart Hall’s
(2019) audience position theory argues that all media has a preferred, dominant message
the author has encoded into the text, with three distinct ways that the reader is positioned
to receive that message which prompts a "field of meanings" that complex events might be
mediated to offer (p.330). In dominant reading, the reader fully accepts the preferred
message. In negotiated reading, the reader primarily accepts the dominant message, but
interprets and positions it within their own lived experience. And in oppositional reading,
the reader’s perspective and lived experience puts them in opposition to the message
encoded in the text. This "field of meanings" is often designed to place the event within an
ideological framework that is most comfortable for the dominant culture. Readers outside of
these dominant positions and experiences are in oppositional or negotiated positions vis-avis these representations. In Hall’s theory, individuals outside of a dominant viewership or
readership respond to and decode media through a process of negotiation and opposition.
For example, when a cis-gendered white male reader encountered Superman comics in the
1930s they could easily identify with the hero who in many ways looked like them. The first
issue of Detective Comics (1937) foregrounded the Chinese villain Ching Lung. Therefore,
Chinese readers would be signaled to affiliate with the villain and would have to engage in
negotiated reading in order to find ways to see themselves in the white amateur detective,
Bruce Nelson, who is the hero of the earliest DC comics. As educators, designers and
scholars, we are interested in the ways that we can capture, connect and make visible this
field of meanings to help students engage in a more active and reflective reading
experience–to focus on and expand not just what is “easy” about the text, but also what
could have multiple interpretations, require different contextual understandings and expand
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the voices and lived experiences of both reader and author. Our project seeks to reconsider
how this rich theorization of early comics and readers might suggest a way to design a more
reader-centered application for reading and analyzing today's more diverse comics. How can
we augment the experience of today's readers to allow for even more affiliation, deeper
representation, and a dynamic sense of how comics might help readers to articulate and
better understand their own lived experience? How can we still use notions of oppositional
and negotiated reading to empower readers to determine and expand the field of meaning?
How can we prompt readers to engage more explicitly in creating this field of meaning
individually and collectively? And how can annotation as a strategy for meaning-making and
new technologies as powerful platforms for annotation also accommodate the complex
medium and social contexts of contemporary comics?

2.1 Annotation and marginalia in negotiated reading
Harvard University suggests six strategies of effective critical reading that provide a baseline
for us in this project. These strategies include previewing, annotating, outline-analyzesummarize, searching for patterns, contextualizing, and compare-contrast. In Critically
Reading, Writing Well, Beth Gilmartin also includes reflecting on challenges to beliefs and
values, exploring the figurative language, recognizing emotional manipulation, and analyzing
the writing in other disciplines. Of these strategies, we are particularly focused on those
strategies that emphasize multiple viewpoints and explore and analyze or critique a text’s
dominant messages. Additionally, we see annotation as a learning behavior that can be used
to capture, augment, and facilitate the strategies that support, contextualize, and challenge
the interpretation of meaning.
As long as there have been writers and readers, readers have written on texts and have
often used those spaces to explore a text’s “field of meanings” for themselves. William
Sherman (2009), an expert in the study of marginalia in early English printed books, notes
that readers made books “their own by making marks in and around them and by using
them for getting along in the world” (p.3). This is no less true for today’s students. While
much of the impulse for developing annotation platforms today is pedagogical-- teachers
want to see that students are reading and engaging with the text and with each other-marking books has long been a practice of leaving complex life traces. For example, Book
Traces, a crowd-sourced project at the University of Virginia, collects and archives marginalia
from the books in its circulating stacks. With a particular focus on the nineteenth century,
the project records messages of love, ownership, and encounters with the text that speak to
Hall’s suggestions about how readers encounter texts through the lens of identity.
In addition to pedagogical goals, today’s more formal annotation interfaces also work to
bring students together, which has been particularly important during remote and
asynchronous learning brought about by the Covid-19 pandemic. One study of such
platforms notes that “meaning-making around the text became a community
enterprise”(Adams & Wilson, 2020, p.258). The Graffiti Books project is a library-based,
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analog project that invites readers to write in circulating books. The goal is to “encourage
readers to share their views, likes, dislikes, questions, and doodles as a way to create a
discussion with past and future readers” (Alpine, R., & Rzeszotarski, J., 2021, p.16). All of
these projects see the traces readers leave in texts both as informational for humanities
practitioners and as formative for readers themselves.
We believe a new annotation platform that imports the affective and personal history of
book marginalia and annotation into today’s digital technologies can build community and
self-awareness for readers, while also offering a platform for archiving today’s reader’s
interaction with texts much as a physical book is able to do. And, most importantly, this
platform’s functionality will be geared towards texts that combine text and image.

2.2 Student initiatives in humanities and design
This type of tool is not just of interest to scholars and teachers, it is also of interest to
students. In working for the past six years with students on comics texts in both Design and
English Literature courses, we have found that students routinely want to better understand
their own experiences and positionalities through reading, commenting on, creating, and
even manipulating comics.
Associate Professor of English at North Carolina State University, Dr. Margaret Simon has
taught comics courses for the Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies Program, and
University Honors program; she teaches a specialized course on Women and Gender in
Comics as well as a more general survey on the medium and its many genres. Students
routinely note being able to learn about themselves and others from these texts. As one
student wrote: “Hot Comb was my favorite comic book we read this semester. I think I feel
this way because I was able to relate so closely to it and I loved learning more insight about
African American culture. I am actively learning more about my Asian culture and like the
young girls from Hot Comb, I am embracing my culture.” Another student remarked at the
cultural learning she experienced in the course. Course readings “encouraged [her] to be
more considerate of [her] words and actions and to learn more about the different people
[she] interact[s] with.”
Even within a humanities course not focused on the artistic and technical skill of making
comics, students have used the act of remediating and manipulating comics pages and
frames to examine how word and image interact to create different interpretations, but
have thus far only been able to do so via analog means due to the limitations of current
platforms (see Figure 1). As one student described her project:
For this project I chose to pick out one splash scene from Superman Smashes the Klan
by Gene Luen Yang and create a mechanism that allows different types of framing to
swing and rest over this one scene. In doing so, I consider the idea that various types
of frames interact with the content within them in different ways, thus eliciting
differing emotions from the viewer and impacting the audience’s experience with, and
understanding of, the content.
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Figure 1. Screenshots from video of panel explorations examining the way that the configuration of
image and panel modified the meaning of the scene.

Another student sought to erase the written words from a set of pages in Fun Home in order
to evaluate how much the text was dependent on image rather than written text. He notes
how cumbersome this process was as he “digitally altered the images to remove any
instances of captioning or dialogue.” This process involved digitally “painting” over each
word box then redrawing the images.” (see Figure 2). Classes have used Perusall to
collectively read and annotate scholarly articles but have not been able to have the same
experience reading comics together, nor is there a digital mechanism for doing some of the
manipulation of frames or erasure of images that might help students gain further insight
into the medium.
As Tania Allen discovered in working with students in Design, the negotiated reading
humanities students engage in can also be an active strategy not just of comics readers, but
of comics authors. The act of encoding (designing) and decoding (using) offers many
opportunities to explicitly engage students in this activity—to challenge the biases
embedded in authorship and design work writ large, and to facilitate a more critical
examination within the design process and as a part of the critique structure. Further, from
the perspective of designers who are actively creating work within the comics medium,
being able to examine existing comics' visual and thematic structure is of critical importance.
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Figure 2. Example of students using erasure to examine the relationship between word and text, and
manipulate and change narrative meaning in Alison Bechdehl’s Fun Home.

Often in design, this examination is present in the critique structure of the students’ work,
but is not as prevalent in the examination of precedents. Additionally, much of this
examination happens as an interim set of critiques of finalized or semi-finalized work. We
were curious as to how this negotiated reading might be facilitated for designers who are
actively engaged in creating works of sequential imaging and visual narrative, both in the
examination of precedents and also as a part of the individual review process. Will Eisner
and Scott McCloud’s work explains and explores how each component structured within the
comics page contributes to overall understanding, but is incomplete as a mechanism to
examine these more complex and layered stories and the discourse between reader and
subject that is developed, especially when working with difficult and unfamiliar subject
matter.
In order to develop a case study to explore how students from differing positionalities might
engage with a complex, layered comics story, we chose Jeremy Love’s Bayou. Using the
visual collaborative platform Mural, we asked students to read and respond to Love’s Bayou,
a fantasy story of a young girl growing up in an unnamed town in the Jim Crow south.
Students were prompted to consider the historical underpinning of the text and their
position relative to these issues. Students were asked to annotate one panel that made
them uncomfortable; one that raised an historical question; one that raised a racial
dilemma; one that raised a question of power dynamics related to race, gender, class and/or
physical ability; and one that raised questions related to space, geography, setting,
landscape. Finally, they were asked to choose 3-5 additional panels that they found
particularly provocative or which raised pivotal questions for them.
Students responded with questions and comments like “Is Love being heavy-handed with all
of the depictions of the racist caricatures?” And in response to a simulated news clipping
related to racial violence one student commented that, “This is on par with how white
journalists would've written about incidents like this, but the racist language is hard to read
all the same. Jeremy Love didn't shy away from anything in this comic.” The prompts helped
students externalize responses they may have felt but not shared while reading. As one
student put it, “I think the structured prompts for annotation were very helpful. It gave me
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the opportunity to analyze the story through various lenses (i.e. historical lens and creative
lens).” Despite this positive response, some students did find the prompts limiting:
I…felt pressure in the comments guidelines to fit into the categories and therefore did
not know how to get all my thoughts out, especially the more empathetic moments I
had for the character. I do think the annotation made me pay more attention to the
plot and slow down, however I did not like that it gave me expectations for what I was
reading about and that it made me ask questions but not have answers.

An important aspect of negotiated reading is for readers to confront themselves, or to be
confronted, with questions and biases which can produce discomfort. This student
experienced a productive discomfort as they were prompted to confront gaps in historical
knowledge and the unresolved aspects of the US South.
Based on the limitations to this exercise imposed by the constraints of existing and
accessible platforms at hand, one of the main critiques of the prompts as we designed them
was the disruption of feeling pulled away from the reading experience. Rather, students
wanted to be able to more fluidly capture and input responses in situ. Encoding and
decoding is a natural part of the reading process;we want to find ways to seed the reading
experience with more complex and multi-dimensional reflections on the part of the reader.
Digital platforms can provide an expansive opportunity for this seeding, and also for
capturing, archiving and prompting more deliberate discourse both inside and outside of the
classroom. Our preliminary and exploratory test case suggests that students, teachers, and
researchers in both design and humanities fields would be enthusiastic for a more flexible,
interactive, and culturally responsive application for engaging with and annotating comics.

3. Existing platforms for negotiated reading: Opportunities and
limitations
Implicit in Stuart Hall’s argument about “fields of meaning” is the idea that all media embeds
a preferred message and an ideal reader. A reader’s interpretation and level of affiliation
with that message is shaped by the social, historical, and political context in which it was
encoded and decoded, as well as the reader’s position within these contexts. Digital
platforms provide a rich opportunity for making these relationships explicit and visible in
“real time.” Online platforms capable of many different forms of annotation, note taking,
and online discussion have proliferated in recent years, especially in response to the
increased move to online working and learning. Each offers its own value in encouraging and
cultivating critical reading and discussion. Platforms like Perusall are excellent for annotating
written texts, commenting, and discussing meaning and interpretation, as well as linking to
outside sources. Similarly, new collaboration platforms like Mural are excellent for image
annotation, collaboration, and can act as a sort of digital whiteboard for organizing and
sharing visual design.
As a part of the early stages of research for this project, we wanted to examine the
affordances of some existing platforms that might be leveraged as part of a negotiated
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reading experience. These affordances connected directly to the experience of negotiated
reading outlined previously and to pedagogical strategies designed to encourage it. These
affordances included:
•

Supporting visual images in a way that didn’t severely and negatively affect the
ability to move within the text itself;

•

The ability to seed questions that might prompt a negotiation with the text,
both adjacent to a specific panel or page, or disconnected as a meta-prompt;

•

Capturing those ideas and connections with the narrative through visual and
textual annotation and marginalia;

•

Supporting collaboration and dialogue between different readers as a means to
compare, contrast and complement alternative interpretations and
perspectives;

•

Supporting the ability to remediate the meaning of the text, give agency to the
reader, and even challenge the dominant message through visual manipulation
of content such as isolating images, or adding or removing content from the
panel or page; and

•

Creating connections between the text and historical and socio-cultural contexts
through cross-linking and even geo-location.

Mural provides a user-friendly platform to test out different affordances connected to
annotating such as commenting through sticky-notes, drawing and/or diagramming. It
allows students to easily upload page images, share boards with individuals and small groups
and respond anonymously, when appropriate. One limitation participants noted was how
difficult it was to easily move around the space and zoom in and out without creating a table
of contents which is often not a feature of comics texts. Additionally, the necessity to put all
pages on one “board” made the reading process difficult (See Figure 3). Students
commented that it disrupted the flow of the reading experience and subsequent contextual
processing. While features like the sticky notes were much easier for annotating and making
textual notes, they often obscured the panels and pages themselves when students
attempted to attach them to a specific piece of text. The commenting feature can be much
better for that, but then the comments are less visible, and can make dialogue between
collaborators more difficult, interrupting the flow of discourse which was dissuaded. This
was especially true when the annotations got long and the note itself would visually expand.
One aspect that might have worked was to use the diagramming or drawing feature to
visually connect these longer annotations, but because we didn’t anticipate this, we didn’t
build it into our initial instructions. Finally, the ability to collaborate within a single board
was limited to linear comments and dialogue. Any cross-references to content had to be
done primarily using HTML tagging, rather than embedding outside sources or images, which
would have been the preferred method.
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Figure 3. Screenshot of Mural with student annotations. For the purposes of reproduction, the
vertical spacing has been condensed and increases the perceived crowding of the panels
which were initially more spread out.

As previously mentioned, Perusall, a well-known annotation platform, is primarily designed
for standard written documents. The platform doesn’t have the freedom to remix materials
in the same way that Mural or more visual platforms might. For example, adding or
removing text to change the meaning and structure of a narrative, examining more closely
how the visual and textual elements work in isolation and conjunction. Perusall is designed
as a repository and archive as much as a platform for engagement; its linear structure
forestalls the freedom of a more visually-oriented online space. According to its website,
Perusall is “designed to motivate students primarily through the content of the readings and
their social interactions” (Perusall). It is an excellent platform for students to read
collaboratively, asking questions of the instructor and fellow students. Comments can
include links, images, video, polls, emojis, LaTex, and code snippets. Despite its focus on
written text, even with word-based documents, sometimes Perusall struggles to recognize
"the full underlying text structure" in a document which can make the highlighting feature,
which must be used to create annotations, malfunction (Perusall). This may also be why
Perusall is not easy to use for visual text or for text in a scanned PDF. For scanned comics,
only a square drag box is available for highlighting and writing appears in a column
separated from the space of the page (see Figure 4). Despite its limitations, Dana Wanzer
(2020, assistant professor, evaluation consultant, and author of the article “Why I Love
Perusall,” has said that using Perusall made reading "not so lonely of a process," and this has
proven true in our use of it as well, as students do engage extensively with one another.
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Figure 4. Screenshot of Perusall with text-based annotation.

In sum, Perusall is most focused on creating a reading experience for word-based texts that
can be easily evaluated by teachers, with student activity reports to download, and even an
automatic grading system. While this can be useful for instructors, our goal is not to create
easier ways to capture and grade student work, but rather to develop self-motivated readers
both in and outside the classroom.

4. Building on and pilot testing Annonatate
Based on the observed limitations working with some of the more well-known annotation
and collaborative platforms mentioned above, we began looking for emerging platforms to
modify and build upon.
Annonatate is a digital annotation tool created by Niqui O'Neill, Digital Technologies
Development Librarian at North Carolina State University. The program was built through
GitHub and was designed to avoid some of the portability issues of a platform like Mural or
Perusall where it is difficult to download or keep annotations. With Annonatate, readers
own their annotations and can keep their digital file of the text with their embedded
comments. Since it is created on GitHub, Annonatate is also open-access and modifiable.
The program has other capabilities useful for visual text. In addition to an annotation tool
that offers different shapes, Annonatate provides a hand-drawing tool for designating a
more granular area to be annotated, or even to insert hand-drawn marginalia (See Figure 5).
Links and photos can also appear in the comment box. The program has a transcription
feature which allows text to be superimposed on the page for translation or transcription.
The program also places pages in a sequential order, allowing for individual page views or
spread views. This is important when discussing how structure and pairing of layouts in
comics contributes to meaning and interpretation. Additionally, Annonatate allows for
zooming in and out directly to the annotation for a deeper and closer inspection of its
context. There is the potential for mapping and geo-location though at the time of this
writing this functionality had not been fully implemented. Finally, when used with a class,
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Annonatate can aggregate each student's individual annotations into a master class
document or students can access just their own annotations.

Figure 5. Annonatate Interface with layered annotation highlights and detail of single annotation.

The features of Annonatate fit many of the ambitions we have for our project and we have
begun collaborating with O'Neill to customize a version of Annonotate that will have some of
the features we hope to include including geo-Location, cross-referencing, and cross-Linking
to other comments and annotations.

4.1 Exploring Annonatate
In order to test Annonatate and its affordances for comics reading, Professor Simon created
a session for an introductory course on comics. The class had twenty-two students and this
particular session was held towards the end of the course, so students were already
accomplished readers of comics and had some familiarity with the medium. We worked with
a wordless novel by Shaun Tan called The Arrival.
Students were given a summary list of varieties of text-image combinations identified by the
comics theorist Scott McCloud (1994) including word-specific, picture-specific, additive and
parallel combinations. During a previous session, students practiced identifying these
combinations in course readings. For the session with Annonatate, students were asked to
create different types of text-image combinations by adding words to The Arrival. Through
this exercise, students demonstrated their knowledge of the different ways text and image
can combine to form meaning, they used adding text to a wordless novel as a way to show
their understanding of the text, and they found playful ways to interact with the world of the
text, using Annonatate’s features for hand-drawn, shaped, and color-coded annotation
spaces, as shown in Figures 6-8 below.
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Figures 6-8 (previous page) Examples of students annotation in Annonatate using Shaun
Tan’s The Arrival, a wordless graphic novel about immigration. Students were prompted to
add text as a way to interpret and unpack the themes of the novel itself.

Because this was an exploratory encounter with Annonatate, we did not specifically collect
evaluations for the session. Anecdotally, students were most excited about the handdrawing tool and about the ability to see and interact with each other’s annotations. Since
this early session, we have created a number of new sessions with other texts that have
revealed similar results to the platform and experience. We now plan to develop a more
formal experiment with the program. We will ask students to more fully evaluate its
affordances and constraints both in terms of accessing the program, which can be difficult
due to the current interface, and its usability for comics texts. We also plan to explore its
existing mapping and transcription capabilities.

4.2 Conclusions and future work
In her book, Writing Design: Words and Objects, Grace Lees Maffei (2012) argues that word
and object have an important reciprocal relationship in the making of meaning. When
reading written text, meaning unfolds over time, through the space of the word, the
paragraph, the chapter, and the text as a whole. In complement and contrast to this, images
foreground this message, and we would argue necessitate an unpacking that is layered and
complex to better understand the text’s dimensionality. In applying this to graphic literature
we see a similar pattern. Comics and graphic novels, in combining these two modes of
communication and meaning-making, offer a rich opportunity for examination, but they also
require unique tools for producing and capturing that examination.
Many of the current tools used for text-based annotation, or for visual collaboration, are
also incomplete for the purposes of engaging in this reciprocal examination. The next step of
the project are to student-test the existing Annonatate platform more fully, creating a more
robust experiment as a basis for refining the interface and user experience. Based on the
findings from these tests, we plan to work with a team of faculty and graduate students to
build on the open source code from GitHub to create a more user-friendly interface to
address issues of cognitive load, visual cues, and hierarchy. One of the current limitations of
the Annonatate platform is the need to create a unique instance for each annotation
exercise, so we would also like to explore the potential of creating a standalone
environment where multiple instances can live in one repository, similar to the way Mural or
Perusall works. New technologies like augmented reality, which is often used to retrieve
information, also offer us an interesting opportunity to think about how to capture written
and visual annotations and collaborative markups. We plan to incorporate geo-location and
tagging capabilities between and among users that might point to contemporary evidence of
historical, socio-cultural, and political connections to the context of the narrative. Through
continuing to experiment with and develop the capabilities of this platform, we ultimately
hope to be able to fulfill the challenge set by students and readers to make comics reading
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online a rich reading experience through which to better understand self and others via a
flexible annotation interface, AR components, and the ability to manipulate a given text’s
written and visual elements.
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